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7 ABSTRACT: Polymer-based hydrogels, in particular those containing
8 nanoscale fillers, are currently regarded as promising candidates for a plethora
9 of applications. With respect to graphene, the vast majority of publications
10 concern chemical derivatives, and, as a consequence, knowledge of the
11 potential of pristine graphene within these systems is lacking. In this study,
12 novel graphene-based hydrogels containing nonoxidized graphene have been
13 prepared by a mild aqueous process. The mechanical and electrical properties
14 of these hybrid materials were characterized. In the compositions studied,
15 maximum improvements of Young’s modulus, ultimate tensile strength, and
16 toughness of 30, 100, and 70% were obtained, respectively. In addition to
17 obtaining an improved hybrid material in terms of mechanical and electrical
18 properties, the response experienced by these systems on applying mechanical
19 stretching was evaluated and stimuli-response behavior is generated by the
20 presence of graphene. Two different kinds of responses were found. A
21 significant change in electrical resistance was observed and with a strain gauge effect, with an average gauge factor of ∼9 (for
22 30% strain). The electromechanical performance of these hybrid hydrogels was tested for a range of mechanical strains and
23 graphene contents, and the stability of these materials was assessed with successive stretching cycles. It was also observed that
24 upon stretching these hybrid hydrogels were able to release the internalized water more efficiently in the presence of graphene,
25 and, as a result, a second possible stimulus response was studied in the form of controlled drug delivery as a proof of concept.
26 The release of a loaded aqueous solution of ibuprofen stimulated by controlled stretching and aided by wet capillary was
27 studied. Much more efficient delivery was achieved in the presence of graphene. These novel systems can be used in the future
28 for sensing or drug-delivery applications.
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30 ■ INTRODUCTION

31 Several years ago, polymeric hydrogel materials experienced a
32 major breakthrough due to the design of the first examples of
33 systems that were capable of reacting to external stimuli. In
34 certain situations, the so-called “smart” hydrogels may
35 experience structural changes (expansion, shrinkage) upon
36 induced alterations in their environment, thus leading to the
37 release of an internal payload, the self-reparation of cleaved
38 cross-linked parts of the network, or even changing their
39 optical properties (such as transparency, brightness, etc.).1

40 Conventional hydrogels have shown enormous potential in
41 regenerative medicine and tissue engineering for decades,2,3

42 but the new synthetic systems with tailored stimuli-response
43 properties are further motivating their study and possible
44 application in medicine.4,5 Perhaps the most widely addressed
45 application of smart hydrogels in medicine is drug delivery. As
46 an example, Matsuo and colleagues6 fabricated an acrylate
47 hydrogel patch that was capable of overcoming human skin
48 physical barriers and delivering antigenic proteins directly
49 across the stratum corneum tissue, thus revealing the potential

50of this hydrogel for an eventual in vivo transdermal drug
51administration.
52In recent years, there has been a growing interest in
53reinforcing polymeric hydrogels with nanosized fillers to
54improve and tailor their often poor mechanical consistence.
55One of the nanostructures that is currently under intense
56investigation is graphene, which consists of fascinating two-
57dimensional sp2-bonded monoatomic carbon sheets. Indeed, a
58large number of studies have been carried out on graphene-
59containing hydrogel hybrids, but most of them are limited to
60the use of graphene oxide (GO) and reduced graphene oxide
61(rGO).1,7 It is widely reported that GO/rGO-based hydrogels,
62either in combination with a polymer or not, may present
63improved mechanical features, self-healing ability, or even a
64response to thermal stimuli, such as near-infrared (NIR)
65radiation.1,7 Nevertheless, there is an intrinsic physical
66property that has not been addressed in such systems, namely,
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67 electrical conductivity. The electrically insulating nature of GO
68 (and most of the rGO derivatives) seriously hinders the use of
69 graphene-based hydrogels in applications stemming from
70 electrical properties, despite the fact that these nanostructures
71 are easy to prepare and are commonly employed in many
72 laboratories. Given the possibility of obtaining two-dimen-
73 sional conductive nanoparticles, such as pristine (nonoxidized)
74 graphene, new avenues would be open for hydrogels prepared
75 from this material. For example, stimulus-response properties
76 involving electrical conductivity would justify the greater
77 difficulty in preparing the pristine graphene.
78 The nanofillers contained in a cross-linked polymer network
79 not only stiffen and toughen the system, but can provide novel
80 features depending on the filler characteristics, e.g., electrical
81 conductivity or a specific absorption profile. Our group has
82 recently reviewed how nanoparticles and hydrogels can exhibit
83 synergistic interactions to provide promising platforms for on-
84 demand drug delivery or self-healable structures, among other
85 applications.7 In addition to drug-delivery applications, hybrid
86 hydrogels are increasingly investigated for mechanical
87 actuators. A representative example reported by Tai and co-
88 workers involves a carbon nanotube-alginate hydrogel as a
89 wearable pressure sensor by virtue of the hybrid electrical
90 conductivity and piezoresistive properties.8 In general,
91 examples of such hybrid hydrogels for electromechanical
92 applications are still scarce. In contrast, very accurate and
93 sophisticated strain sensors have been demonstrated with other
94 polymer substrates (such as poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS))
95 combined with nanostructures, and these are based on the
96 principle of piezoresistivity.9 Such sensors are promising for
97 the monitoring of bodily motions, blood pressure, or for tactile
98 sensing, but the use of hydrogels instead would be advanta-
99 geous due to their known unmatched performance in
100 biological interfaces.
101 The creation of graphene hybrid polymer hydrogels should
102 occur in aqueous suspensions, in which the hydrogel is formed

103or assembled, and, as a consequence, aqueous stabilization of
104pristine graphene sheets is necessary. We have developed in
105our laboratories a facile graphite exfoliation method that
106involves ball milling with an affordable laboratory reagent, such
107as melamine (2,4,6-triaminotriazine).10,11 The induced inter-
108calation of melamine molecules into the graphitic interlayer
109spaces provides few-layer graphene in large amounts, and this
110material is capable of standing in stable suspension using polar
111solvents, such as dimethylformamide or water. Taking
112advantage of this aqueous graphene from the ball-milling
113process (BMG), our group has recently reported hybrid
114graphene hydrogels made of poly(methacrylic acid) with
115controllable drug delivery upon pulsatile electrical stimula-
116tion,12 as well as polyacrylamide (PAAm) hydrogel hybrids as
117potential scaffolds for neuronal growth.13

118The purpose of the work described here was to provide new
119insights into the study of smart hybrid hydrogels based on
120pristine graphene. In particular, we focused on stimuli based on
121mechanical stretching, which are still rarely studied in the
122context of nanocomposite hydrogels. Two different responses
123were exhibited by these hybrid systems upon stretching,
124namely, significant changes in electrical resistance (piezor-
125esistivity) and the more efficient release of internalized
126substances (which is illustrated by a controlled drug-delivery
127example). Both features are a consequence of a synergistic
128behavior between BMG and PAAm, and the outcomes may be
129exploited for different purposes, which are also discussed.

130■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

131The BMG prepared in this work was obtained by the
132mechanochemical exfoliation of graphite with melamine (see
133Experimental Section), which provides a nanostructure with
134low levels of defects, as assessed by Raman spectroscopy,11

135lateral dimensions with a distribution centered at about 500−
136600 nm,11 made of few layers (<5),10 and a negligible content

Figure 1. Preparation scheme for a hybrid graphene hydrogel (above) and a picture of representative test samples (below). The BMG contents
from left to right are 0.01, 0.025, 0.04, 0.05, and 0.1 wt %. The inset is a representative scanning electron microscopy image showing the porous
structure at the maximum swelling degree (see ref 13). Reproduced from ref 13. Copyright 2017, Nature Publishing Group.
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137 in oxygen functional groups and melamine (elemental
138 composition: 0.36 wt % nitrogen, 94.3 wt % carbon11).
139 The aqueous dispersibility of BMG enabled us to perform in
140 situ radical polymerization of acrylic monomers. The general
141 process consisted of dissolving the monomer, cross-linker, and
142 initiator in the BMG suspension and heating the mixture up to
143 induce the polymerization reaction (see Experimental
144 Section).13 The hybrid hydrogels were prepared with different
145 graphene contents, expressed as wt %. This value should be
146 understood as the percentage ratio between the mass of
147 graphene in the aqueous dispersion and the mass of acrylamide
148 monomer, with the amounts of cross-linker and initiator
149 considered negligible. The preparation scheme and a photo-

f1 150 graph of hydrogel hybrids are displayed in Figure 1. The
151 materials have a smooth aspect and uniform coloration. Some
152 authors have reported that GO and rGO may form a dense
153 “shell” at the outer edges of hydrogel test subjects,14 but the
154 samples reported here appeared perfectly homogeneous. Full
155 characterization of the BMG/PAAm hybrids microstructure
156 and swelling behavior is reported elsewhere.13

157 Mechanical Properties. The tensile mechanical properties
158 of the PAAm hydrogel matrix and different BMG hybrids are

f2 159 represented in Figure 2. It can be seen that the graphene
160 incorporation approach reported here leads to a significant
161 increase in the maximum stress at failure (i.e., ultimate tensile
162 strength), with improvements of 50 and 100% in relation to
163 the blank matrix with 0.01 and 0.1 wt % BMG, respectively.
164 This finding shows the efficient reinforcement of BMG within

165the PAAm matrix. Unexpectedly, the maximum strain exhibited
166by these hybrids also increases with graphene content, which
167indicates that BMG enhances the ductility of PAAm hydrogels.
168A common phenomenon in polymer composites reinforced
169with nanoscale fillers (such as graphene) is the decrease in the
170maximum strain with increasing nanofiller content because it
171restricts the extent of deformation of polymer chains by
172physical hindrance, sometimes rebounding in the tensile
173strength.15 Shen and colleagues reported cross-linked PAAm
174hydrogels reinforced with GO,16 and these materials showed a
175visible reinforcement but with no appreciable increase in
176ductility at different GO contents. Increases in both strength
177and elongation are rarely found. In our case, this fact may
178account for the role of graphene in the final structure. It has
179already been shown that in our hydrogels graphene is not
180merely an embedded nanomaterial. In fact, BMG flakes form
181part of the hydrogel structure and it behaves as a flexible cross-
182linker.13 Further evidence for this may be the improvement in
183the tensile Young’s modulus of PAAm upon incorporation of
184BMG (Figure 2), which gives rise to an approximately 30%
185increase with respect to the blank matrix and leads to stiffening
186in the hybrid without compromising ductility. As per the
187tensile toughness (obtained as the area under the stress−strain
188curve), which accounts for the energy that the material is
189capable of absorbing until failure, an average value of 217 kPa
190was obtained for blank PAAm. The inclusion of BMG within
191the hydrogel matrix resulted in improvements in this parameter
192of 46% (for 0.01 wt % BMG), 61% (for 0.05 wt % BMG), and
19370% (for 0.1 wt % BMG), which provides more evidence for
194the positive effect of graphene in this system.
195Compared to our previous work on this kind of system, in
196which the compressive mechanical properties were analyzed,13

197it is clear that tensile and compressive data (although not
198equal, as expected) are consistent with each other because they
199are of the same order of magnitude. However, in our previous
200work, a change in the compressive modulus for a BMG content
201of 0.1 wt % with respect to the blank PAAm matrix was not
202observed, and it was only with higher BMG amounts that an
203increase in compressive modulus was found, with a major
204effect on the mechanical fatigue not apparent after 100
205compressive cycles.13 Conversely, in terms of the tensile
206properties reported here, measurable changes in the tensile
207elastic moduli of hydrogels were found with lower amounts of
208BMG, which suggests that these hybrid materials are more
209sensitive to mechanical stretching than to compression.
210Furthermore, as will be explained in subsequent sections, a
211mechanical fatigue was observed on stretching the material due
212to the release of water from the hydrogel, but this
213phenomenon was not observed upon compression.
214Conductive Behavior. Electrical conductivity (σ), or its
215inverse (resistivity, ρ), is an intrinsic property of materials, and
216it depends on their natural ability to allow transit of charge
217carriers within their structure. Physically, one can obtain σ or ρ
218from direct current (DC) electrical resistance (R), where a
219weighting factor related to the material dimensions is
220necessary. The geometrical correction accounts for the charge
221pathways and relates the extensive magnitude (R, in Ω) with
222the intensive magnitude (σ, in S/cm).17 Conversion of an
223insulating or poorly conductive material into a conducting or
224semiconducting material is easily achievable by the addition of
225conductive particles, as reported here. It was observed that the
226formation of the hybrid graphene gel results in an increase in
227 f3the electrical conductivity of the blank hydrogel. The electrical

Figure 2. (a) Representative stress−strain curves for PAAm and some
hybrid graphene hydrogels; (b) average values of Young’s modulus
and ultimate tensile strength of samples. Note that the BMG content
(wt %) is defined as the percentage mass ratio between graphene and
the acrylamide monomer.
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f3 228 behavior of various samples is represented in Figure 3. The
229 current−voltage (I−V) linear behavior following Ohm’s law

230 allowed the electrical conductivity of these hydrogels to be
231 calculated with a linear slope by normalization with the
232 specimen’s dimensions. In our case, it was found that neat
233 PAAm had a value of 3.2 × 10−5 S/cm, whereas the
234 incorporation of graphene at low loadings (0.01 and 0.05 wt
235 %) led to an increase in the conductivity to 3.88 × 10−5 and
236 5.4 × 10−5 S/cm, respectively. An example of a PAAm hybrid
237 with a much higher BMG content (1 wt %) still had a higher
238 conductivity than neat PAAm, with a value of 7.5 × 10−5 S/cm.
239 Although modest, these increases in conductivity are due to
240 the progressive incorporation of graphene and show the
241 conductive role of this component within a hydrogel matrix.
242 Electromechanical Response. Having confirmed that
243 graphene-based hybrid hydrogels present improved tensile
244 mechanical properties and also that these have a conductive
245 role within PAAm, we proceeded to evaluate the electrical
246 response upon mechanical stretching. In cases where an
247 induced change in the shape or dimensions of a hybrid results
248 in a measurable change in the conductive properties, this event
249 is a valuable phenomenon for the development of electro-
250 mechanical sensors and to monitor the life and failure of such
251 materials. In this context, the piezoresistive properties of the
252 materials were investigated, which are changes in R upon
253 deformation of the hydrogel.
254 The electrical resistance was measured during cyclic
255 stretching (at a constant rate) up to 30% strain in different
256 samples. The procedure was carried out on the same tensile
257 device used for the mechanical characterization. Briefly, a
258 cylindrical hydrogel sample was clamped at both ends in the
259 tensile machine, painted with two droplets of silver paste and
260 cyclically stretched (at a constant rate). Electrical measure-
261 ments were taken at the time of maximum strain and the zero
262 position for each stretching cycle.
263 It was observed that significant changes in R occurred in the
264 fully stretched position of hybrids compared to the zero

f4 265 position (see Figure 4) and therefore the system itself behaved
266 as a strain gauge. Strain gauges are electrical conductors with a
267 geometry-dependent electrical resistance, and when they are
268 stretched in a reversible manner, the increased length and
269 thinner cross section lead to a rise in R.18 The electro-

270mechanical sensitivity of our composites was quantified
271through the gauge factor (GF, see Experimental Section).
272The study described here focused on samples with a low
273BMG content as a conductivity increase was already observed
274at these low contents (Figure 3). The average GF values for
275 f5different hydrogel hybrids are represented in Figure 5a. Two
276main conclusions can be drawn:

277(1) The strain gauge effect is exclusively the result of the
278BMG as the neat matrix did not show any piezoresistive
279response, despite its appreciable electrical conductivity.
280To validate this finding, the developed expression for GF
281was considered19
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282where ν stands for Poisson’s ratio and εl refers to the
283relative strain (Δl/l0). It can be seen that each GF has a
284resistivity-related term, also known as the intrinsic
285piezoresistive effect [(dρ/ρ)/εl], and a geometrical
286effect (1 + 2ν). According to literature data, a PAAm
287gel with the AAm/N,N′-methylenebis(acrylamide)
288(MBA)/water ratio of the material discussed here
289should have ν ∼ 0.45.20,21 The geometrical term
290becomes ∼1.9, and this means that the major
291contribution to the GF relies on the intrinsic effect
292provided by the BMG conductive network, and this
293changes R with mechanical deformation.
294(2) The studied range has a close coincidence with the
295average GF values, and these do not appear to be
296dependent on the BMG content in the studied range,
297with a GF of ∼9. The standard deviation for each average
298GF value increases as the BMG content increases, which
299is indicative of a departure between the initial and final
300GF values within the whole set of stretching cycles. This
301in turn indicates a higher fatigue effect with higher
302graphene content, as discussed below.

303It is interesting to note that the average GF values obtained
304are within the range found for similar high-performance elastic
305composite strain gauges, such as that for a liquid-phase-
306exfoliated graphene infused into natural rubber,22 litho-
307graphica l ly imprinted Ag nanowires in a poly-
308(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) elastomer,23 or graphene thin
309films directly prepared from spray coating over plastic

Figure 3. Linear electrical behavior of PAAm and different hybrid
graphene hydrogels.

Figure 4. Relative change in resistance (dR/R0) with a 30% stretching
ratio (dl/l0 = 0.3) for sequential stretching cycles in a hybrid graphene
hydrogel containing 0.01 wt % BMG.
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310 substrates.24 In the examples described here, similar GF values
311 were obtained with very low amounts of graphene, and,
312 interestingly, simplicity is the key, as we prepared hybrid
313 systems in “one-pot” without multiple sandwiching stages or
314 delicate deposition processes. Regarding the data dispersion, it
315 is commonly accepted in the electromechanical field that
316 piezoresistive materials are challenging as they inherently suffer
317 from hysteresis and variable GF values, which are highly
318 dependent on the mechanical stability of the system.25 This is
319 mainly due to the conductive network changes that occur with
320 mechanical fatigue. It was observed that there was less
321 deviation in GF at 30% strain with lower BMG contents, and
322 markedly higher deviation occurred as the concentration
323 increased. In an attempt to understand this finding, the
324 evolution of GF with the succession of stretching cycles at 30%

325strain was evaluated (Figure 5b,c). The load and unload
326processes were distinguished in the stretching motion from the
327zero position at 15 mm/min rate up to 30% strain and the
328reverse path at −15 mm/min rate, respectively. As illustrated
329in Figure 5b,c, there is virtually no difference between the GF
330values calculated for the two processes, nor in their evolution
331with cycles. This finding indicates the full reversibility of the
332process in each single cycle at this strain. However, there was a
333significant variation in behavior for the different BMG
334contents. From 0.01 to 0.025 wt %, there was a nearly
335constant GF value, and this gave rise to an average with low
336deviation. In the range 0.04−0.1 wt % BMG, there were larger
337deviations. In these latter samples, the initial GF increased with
338the wt % of BMG, but rapidly decreased as the number of
339cycles increased. According to the aforementioned typical
340variable GF in strain gauges, the sensitivity of the conductive
341network becomes lower as the content of the conductive filler
342increases. This would mean a higher sensitivity as a strain
343sensor in the initial cycles but lower stability over time and
344thus lower life expectancy. It is also important to consider the
345variability within each individual cycle (deviation from the
346average in a few repeated experiments on different specimens)
347as this seems to be detrimentally affected by these possible
348irreversible effects on the conductive network while cyclically
349stretching the hybrids. According to the previously discussed
350tensile data, the higher ductility of samples with higher BMG
351content might impede the full reconstitution of the network
352upon stretching-induced disruption.25 Additionally, during the
353course of this work, it was observed empirically that PAAm was
354able to release small amounts of water when stretched, and this
355phenomenon was also observed in the presence of graphene.
356Furthermore, the higher the BMG content, the easier the
357hydrogel was able to release the water upon mechanical
358stretching. This behavior could have interesting implications
359(as will be shown later) because graphene may impart a slightly
360higher hydrophobic character to the system, which could also
361explain the mechanical fatigue observed on increasing the
362number of stretching cycles at higher BMG contents.
363The discussion so far has concerned 30% strain, but it was of
364interest to explore further the strain gauge characteristics of
365our hybrid graphene hydrogel under different strains. Bearing
366in mind that tensile linear ranges were observed up to 55−60%
367strain, a level of 50% strain was selected as the maximum
368permissible to use these hydrogels in a strain sensor with fairly
369reversible properties. Strain levels of 5 and 15% were employed
370with the same wt % BMG as for the 30% strain case. The
371 f6results obtained were mapped and are displayed in Figure 6.
372The maximum GF values were obtained for 30% strain,
373whereas at strains above and below this level, the numbers
374decreased for all graphene ratios. In general terms, the
375sensitivity of these strain gauges is better at low strains, with
376an empirical maximum reached at 30%, after which the
377proximity to the nonelastic deformation of the hydrogel
378worsens the piezoresistive performance. However, another
379general trend was observed in the standard deviation of GF at
380different strains (Figure 6), considering the averages shown in
381Figure 5, because this mainly seems to be related to the BMG
382content. Beyond 0.05 wt %, the deviation of GF increased
383markedly (therefore lowering the durability of a strain sensor
384made from these hybrids). In brief, we have successfully
385manufactured graphene-based hybrid hydrogels that show a
386clear strain gauge effect. The average GF values can be ranked
387alongside the good-to-best values in the literature for similar

Figure 5. (a) Relationship between the gauge factor and BMG
content for PAAm and hybrid graphene hydrogels cyclically stretched
to 30% (average of 11 cycles). (b, c) Evolution of gauge factor with
the number of cycles for the same samples stretched to 30% in the
“load” and “unload” displacements.
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388 systems, and the nature of the variability makes it necessary to
389 prioritize either sensitivity or duration without critical
390 consequences in any envisioned application.
391 Mechanically Induced Drug Delivery. The kinds of
392 responses that the hybrid hydrogels may present to a stimulus
393 based on mechanical stretching were investigated. As
394 commented earlier, it was observed that stretching of these
395 hydrogels led to the release of water and that this phenomenon
396 was enhanced by the presence of graphene. It was therefore of
397 interest to evaluate whether this release of water could cause
398 the concomitant release of internalized substances, for which a
399 proof of principle was carried out in the form of a controlled
400 drug-delivery experiment.
401 Given the mechanical stimulus-responsive nature of our
402 PAAm/graphene hybrids, we were encouraged to test them
403 beyond the electromechanical effects and to ascertain whether
404 they might be able to achieve drug delivery by mechanical

f7 405 means (depicted in Figure 7). In fact, reports of mechanically
406 triggered drug release in three-dimensional (3D) soft polymer
407 networks is very rare in the literature, and examples mostly
408 concern compression rather than stretching. Tensile motions
409 occur naturally in the human body at every moment and they
410 are also effortlessly applied at will. As a consequence, it is very
411 appealing to exploit such motions as a means to achieve on-
412 demand drug delivery. The examples reported by Hyun et al.26

413and Di et al.27 may be the most representative in the literature
414of stretch-induced delivery of drugs from hydrogels, but these
415authors needed to mount the hydrogel vector into an
416elastomer thin film, as the former could not experience large
417deformations without failure. It was therefore very interesting
418to obtain a system that could respond to a natural or
419spontaneous stretching motion to release a local amount of a
420drug.
421We selected ibuprofen as a suitable model to illustrate our
422premise. Ibuprofen is probably the best-known member of the
423nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug family. Ibuprofen is
424widely used for the treatment of different forms of arthritis,
425pain and fever symptoms,28−30 but its oral administration has
426detrimental effects on health (such as gastric damage). The use
427of hydrogels combined with ibuprofen has been proposed in
428the literature,28,30 but to our knowledge, none of these
429approaches are based on a three-dimensional cross-linked
430network.
431In the system described here, the viability of a wide variety
432of strains and different graphene contents had been
433demonstrated. For the proof of concept, we selected the
434conditions that gave the best GF value (0.05 wt % BMG, 30 %
435strain) with a PAAm/graphene hybrid hydrogel containing
436ibuprofen in its bulk. Consecutive stretching cycles were
437carried out, and the amounts of drug released by the wet
438capillary effect of ibuprofen were evaluated in each cycle (see
439Experimental Section for details). The results are displayed in
440 f8Figure 8. For comparative purposes, control samples were
441included and these consisted of nonstretched specimens that
442underwent identical characterization (also clamped in the
443tensile device) but without any applied stress. It was confirmed
444that the stretching motion itself promoted the release of
445internalized substances from the hydrogel bulk, but there was a
446significant difference between materials with graphene or not

Figure 6. (a) Mapping of average gauge factors for PAAm and hybrid
graphene hydrogels with different contents of BMG and different
strains. (b) Standard deviation of the average values within the same
region.

Figure 7. Conceptual approach for the stretch-triggered release of
ibuprofen from drug-loaded hybrid hydrogels.
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447 in the system. Hybrid hydrogels containing BMG showed a
448 markedly higher release ability than neat PAAm upon
449 stretching. Consequently, the differences observed in the
450 stretch-triggered drug delivery of ibuprofen could be ascribed
451 to the mechanical features that graphene imparts on the
452 PAAm. In other words, an unprecedented effect of graphene in
453 a hydrogel matrix was observed in this experiment. Even if the
454 BMG did not generate the drug-releasing effect in PAAm, it
455 did make the delivery of a hydrophobic drug occur more
456 efficient.

457 ■ CONCLUSIONS
458 In the present work, graphene-based hybrid hydrogels were
459 prepared by a mild aqueous route that provides pristine few-
460 layer graphene. It was shown that cross-linked PAAm−
461 graphene hybrids not only have improved characteristics, but
462 also exhibit mechanically triggered responsiveness, such as a
463 strain gauge effect or more efficient drug release induced by
464 stretching. These two different properties can be exploited in
465 different applications. For instance, these graphene-based
466 hydrogels would be perfect candidates for smart materials in
467 the medical field. We envisage their potential in naturally
468 occurring stretch motions that require a therapeutic response
469 in a wet environment, such as inflammation of open wounds.
470 These hydrogels could “sense” the inflammation by co-
471 stretching with the surrounding tissue and counteract it with
472 the local delivery of an amount of a drug. On the other hand,

473the electromechanical response upon stretching is a valuable
474asset as the mechanical performance of the hydrogels could be
475electrically monitored or used for motion sensing. The
476uniqueness of the hybrids described in this work opens up
477new possibilities for electromechanical sensing, where the
478hydrogel nature is of capital relevance, such as in 3D printing
479or in water-based (bio)interfaces.

480■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
481Materials and Reagents. Melamine, acrylamide (AAm), N,N′-
482methylenebis(acrylamide) (MBA), potassium peroxydisulfate (KPS),
483and ibuprofen were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich as reagent-grade
484materials. Graphite powder was acquired from Bay Carbon Inc. (SP-1
485reference; www.baycarbon.com). Silver paint was obtained from
486Sigma-Aldrich (ρ = 1−3 × 10−5 Ω cm, ref #735825).
487Preparation of BMG Aqueous Suspensions. The exfoliation of
488graphite was carried out using a ball-milling procedure developed by
489our group.10,11 In a typical experiment, 30 mg of a graphite/melamine
490mixture (1:3) was ball-milled at 100 rpm for 30 min. The resulting
491solid mixture was dispersed in 20 mL of water to produce a dark
492suspension. The process was repeated as much as necessary and then
493the liquid was placed in dialysis sacks (Spectrum Labs, ref #132655,
4946−8 kDa molecular weight cut-off) and dialyzed against water at 70
495°C with frequent replacements and mild sonication cycles until
496melamine was no longer detected in the permeate. The resulting
497suspension was left to settle for 5 days and some precipitate (mainly
498pure or poorly exfoliated graphite) segregated from the liquid. The
499liquid fraction with stable sheets in suspension (few-layer graphene)
500was carefully extracted. The final BMG aqueous suspensions were
501freeze-dried (Telstar LyoQuest device, −80 °C and 0.05 mbar) and
502redispersed in water at the desired concentration11 to control the filler
503ratio within the hydrogel matrix.
504Preparation of PAAm Hydrogels and PAAm/BMG Hydrogel
505Hybrids. Pure PAAm hydrogels were prepared using AAm, MBA as
506cross-linker, and KPS as initiator. AAm was initially dissolved in
507ultrapure Milli-Q water (200 mg/mL) together with the MBA (0.2
508mg/mL). The solution was homogenized by stirring and mild
509sonication. KPS was then added (at a final concentration of 0.4 mg/
510mL) and the system was allowed to polymerize at 75 °C over a period
511of 1 h. Only on using Teflon molds was the system preheated for 1 h
512at 75 °C before the intended thermal polymerization. In the case of
513the hybrid BMG−PAAm hydrogels, an identical process was followed,
514except for the use of BMG aqueous dispersions instead of plain water,
515with the necessary concentration to achieve the desired wt %
516graphene within the hydrogel matrix. The BMG content varied
517between 0.01 and 1 wt %, expressed on a dry weight basis. Hydrogels
518were washed by immersion in an excess of ultrapure water, with
519frequent water replacements over several days. The samples were fully
520dried under ambient conditions and reswelled with sufficient ultrapure
521water to reach the native swelling degree. Unless otherwise stated, all
522hydrogel tests are referred to the native swollen state.
523In the case of ibuprofen-loaded hydrogels, the same cylindrical
524specimens used for electrical measurements (vide infra) were
525employed and these were washed as mentioned above. After drying,
526samples were reswelled with sufficient aqueous solution of ibuprofen
527(0.0157 mg/mL, 76 μM) to reach the native swelling degree.
528Characterization Techniques. Mechanical tests were performed
529on hydrogels under ambient conditions (26.2 ± 0.6 °C and 30%
530relative humidity) with a Mecmesin MultiTest 2.5-i dynamic
531mechanical analyzer. The extent of the deformation was measured
532in terms of strain. For such tensile tests, hydrogel samples were
533molded in a dog-bone shape following the UNE-EN ISO 37 standard
534dimensions by use of carved Teflon molds. Specimens were uniaxially
535stretched at a rate of 15 mm/min until breakage, and tensile Young’s
536modulus was obtained as the slope of the linear elastic section in the
537initial stages (typically up to 55−60% strain in our case). The
538obtained values are in agreement with literature data.21

539The linear electrical behavior was confirmed on representative
540selected samples. I−V curves were measured using a standard four-

Figure 8. (a) Release profile of ibuprofen from stretched and
nonstretched hydrogels. (b) Cumulative values, both relative to the
initial amount of ibuprofen.
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541 point probe method with a Keithley 2400 source-meter instrument,
542 where the copper wires were attached to the samples by silver paste to
543 cylindrical specimens of ∼5 mm diameter and 10−20 mm length. At
544 least six measurements were performed for each sample by contacting
545 crocodile-type electrodes to the ends of the specimen. Electrical
546 conductivity (σ) was calculated as the inverse of resistivity (ρ), which
547 in turn was obtained from its relationship with R

ρ=R
l
s

548 where l and s are the specimen’s length and sectional area,
549 respectively. The linear electrical behavior was confirmed on
550 representative selected samples by measuring I−V curves using a
551 standard four-point probe method with a Keithley 2400 source-meter
552 instrument.
553 The strain gauge effect was evaluated by combining the
554 aforementioned mechanical and electrical characterization techniques,
555 using the Mecmesin MultiTest 2.5-i dynamic mechanical analyzer
556 mentioned previously and a digital multimeter (working in DC) with
557 a maximum resolution of 0.1 μA and a basic accuracy of ±1.0%.
558 Copper wire electrodes were used for the measurements. Cylindrical
559 specimens of 5 mm diameter (and several centimeters long) were
560 clamped at both ends and situated in a “zero” position with the
561 minimum possible tension. Two small Ag spots were painted
562 approximately at 1/3 and 2/3 of the specimen length between
563 clamps, in opposite sides. Stretching recovery cycles were applied at
564 specific ratios (namely, 5, 15, 30, or 50% strain) with 15 and −15
565 mm/min stretching rates, respectively, through 11 cycles. Electrical
566 resistance was measured in each stretched and recovered position for
567 every cycle with the multimeter in a two-point probe configuration.
568 The gauge factor (GF) was calculated according to the expression

=
Δ
Δ

G
R R

l l
/
/F

0

0

569 where R denotes the specimen’s electrical resistance and l is the length
570 in the initial position (zero) and the difference between this and the
571 stretched state (Δ). The term Δl/l0 (strain) is often abbreviated as εl.
572 Three repetitions of each experiment were performed, and the
573 reported values are averages with their corresponding standard
574 deviation.
575 The strain-induced release of ibuprofen from PAAm hydrogels was
576 tested as follows. A piece of the ibuprofen-loaded cylindrical specimen
577 (a few centimeters long) was clamped to both ends in the uniaxial
578 tensile device and cyclically stretched according to the following
579 program: 15 mm/min ramp up to 30% strain, held for 30 s in the
580 stretch position, and recovery at −15 mm/min to the initial rest
581 position. During the whole time, a rectangular strip of high-quality
582 chromatographic paper (Whatman), previously humidified with Milli-
583 Q water, was stuck to the hydrogel specimen to cover its entire outer
584 surface. The paper was removed after each cycle and a new one was
585 put in place. Upon removal, each piece of paper was immersed in 3
586 mL of Milli-Q water and left soaking overnight. The released amount
587 of ibuprofen was assessed from the UV absorbance (Cary 5000 UV−
588 vis−NIR spectrophotometer) of the aqueous aliquots using an
589 extinction coefficient of 1.4614 cm−1 mg−1 mL (λ = 264 nm),
590 which was empirically obtained by ourselves. Blank tests were run to
591 ensure that the chromatographic paper did not leach out any
592 interfering substance into the water.
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